Judy’s Scent Hearts for Newborn Hope
The gift of a scent heart to a mom in the NICU began with a volunteer- Judy Case began making these special
hearts with love to be delivered to NICUs all over the state. As the sense of smell develops in a premature
infant, this connection with mom or other caretakers is critical and special. Newborn Hope appreciates the
tireless hours of love Judy and other volunteers have spent making these hearts available to moms in the NICU.
These hearts are well-loved and well-used by so many.
If you are considering making some hearts for Newborn Hope, please follow these directions closely. Please
pre-wash fabric to remove any fabric finish or allergens. No fabric sprays or finishes can be used, and hearts
will only be accepted if produced in a smoke-free and pet-free environment. Please wash hearts after
completion to ensure free of allergens. Store in sealed sandwich bags for protection.

Materials
Two 4 ½” squares of 100% cotton (one side may be
flannel if desired)
One 4 ½” square of 80/20 batting
Neutral sewing thread
Red embroidery thread
Heart template

Embroidery
Layer one square of cotton fabric with batting.
Embroider “Newborn Hope” with red thread across
the square (using block font on Bernina, placing the
embroidery lettering slightly diagonal across the
block.

Stitching the heart
Using the heart template, trace the heart on the
wrong side of the second piece of fabric. Place the
right sides of the cotton together. Check to make
sure the lettering is within the heart. Stitch on the
pencil line leaving about a 1 ½” opening on either
of the flat sides of the heart. A small backstitch is
helpful on each side of the opening. Trim the
batting close to the stitching. Trim the fabric
approximately ¼” around the heart. Leave a tab of
fabric at the opening, as it will be much easier to
fold in and finish.

Finishing up
Turn the heart right side out and smooth edges.
Tuck the tabs inside, press, and stitch the edge
from the point of the heart all the way around. The
edge stitch closes the turning opening and keeps the
heart neat.
And then according to Judy, “Ta-Da you are done!”
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